
Specialty Products List

Bullen is known for its hundreds of branded products we produce but we are also suppliers to many

businesses of specialty custom formulations. This list is a small portion of the thousands of compounds

we have developed for our customers. These products are not commodities and were developed to solve

a specific need. This list will give you a better idea of why we are called “Craft Blenders or Specialty

Cleaning Products”.

Specialty Compounds - Industrial

18-2768 Lens Cleaner

Ready to use for cleaning safety glasses. Will not harm plastic lenses.

19-117E Oil Spill Dispersant

For clean-up of spills of oils, gas. Allows solvent to mix with water.

19-71A Penetrating Oil

“WD-40” type product for releasing nuts, penetrates rust etc.

20-104 Parts Cleaner

For machine shop use in cleaning parts. Contains emollients to protect hands. Low odor.

20-116A Pressure Wash Cleaner for highway use

For cleaning highway overpasses, guard rails.

20-165 Solvent Cleaner

Similar to Malter Safe. For sewage cleaning and deodorizing. Meets NJ clean water act.

21-151A Rust Remover

Similar to CRC Erusticator. Removes oxidation for rust removal prior to painting.

21-93C Colorless Organic Orange

All the uses of Organic Orange.



22-133 Asphalt Release Agent

Foaming product that is applied to dump trucks to allow material to release.

22-165 Extra Heavy Duty Floor Cleaner

“J-Shop 1000”  equal.

22-279B  Industrial Cleaner

Ortho Silicate version of Spontaneous Emulsifier for areas that cannot use Sodium Dioxide.

23-120 Mastic Remover

Solvent based Mastic remover, Slow evaporating, water rinsable. Orange solvent based.

23-124 Heavy Duty Degreaser

High percentage Orange solvent product that will hold its emulsion longer than ODS.

23-1418 Solvent Degreaser

Equal of “Betco 213”. Lower odor version. Use for any solvent degreasing applications. Not water rinse-able.

23-16A Solvent Emulsion Cleaner

For recirculating use for cleaning petroleum deposits.

23-231 Mastic Remover

Terpine version of Organic Orange.

23-27 4 Very high flash Mastic Remover

Slow evaporating High flash mastic remover. Will allow more dwell time on the floor.

Specially Compounds - Industrial

23-276 Orange Solvent Gel

Gell or thick type D-Limonene solvent for cleaning all surfaces not harmed by water.

23-3lC Traction Improver and Cleaner for Floors

High foam deep cleaner for food processing and industrial areas.

23-59A Cable Cleaner

To remove glue from cable fillings that will not hurt casing.

24-12A Degreaser/Solvent Emulsifier

“Belco 212” equal. Emulsifiable version. For industrial cleaning.
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24-138 Cleaner/Degreaser

“J-Shop 3000” equal. Industrial cleaner.

24-149 Heavy Duly Cleaner

“Spartan SC-200” equal. Industrial use.

24-1918 Cement Remover

An alkaline product for replacing acid based products. Use for cleaning cement trucks, etc.

21-93f Floating Organic Orange

All the uses of Organic Orange but also for use as a floating product

Specially Compounds – Sanitation

19-78A Portable Toilet Deodorizer

Highly concentrated deodorizer that counteracts odors normally found in portable toilets.

22-99B Drip Machine Fluid

For use in urinal drip machines where refilling of the dispensers is possible. Services normally do this type of

work.

23- Portable Toilet Deodorizer

Bubble gum flavor toilet deodorant. Quat-based formula

23- Portable Toilet Deodorizer

Exira Strength Bubble gum toilet deodorant. Quat-based formula.

24-241 Portable Toilet Deodorizer

Baby Powder portable toilet deodorant. Quat-Based

24-271A Portable Toilet Deodorizer

Glutaraldehyde-based cherry odor deodorizer.

25-103 Portable Toilet Deodorizer

Extra strength glutaraldehyde-based cherry odor deodorizer.
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Specialty Compounds - Janitorial

19-122C Mildew Stain Remover

Removes mildew without wiping.

20-128 Chandelier Cleaner

Ready to use cleaner/ made with distilled water. Spray on and let soil drip off.

20-95A Plexiglass Cleaner

Antistatic, safe for use on plastic. Will not harm plastic, non abrasive. Good cleaning.

21-l0A Deodorizer

Water-soluble, alcohol-free, VOC-free odor control. Can be added to cleaning solutions and mixed with water

to be sprayed

2l-l64A Wintergreen Disinfectant Cleaner

Wintergreen (not Spearmint) disinfectant. 2.0 % Qua!, 5 oz. per gallon

22-124 All Purpose Cleaner

Yellow version of BLU.

22-131A Pine Cleaner

A lower cost version of AP3 without the EPA #. Can be used like all of the pine disinfectants.

22-285 Concentrated Glass Cleaner

For use to clean aluminum window frames.

23-156 Athletic Solvent

“Desolvil” equal. For cleaning adhesive residue.

23-228A  Glass Cleaner Concentrate

1 gallon makes five. Green apple fragrance.

23-235 Tropical Hand Soap

Gold yellow tropical body soap for spas

23-239 All-purpose Cleaner Concentrate

Concentrate version of “Fantastic-type” product. 1 gallon makes 5.
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24-188A  Water Soluble Deodorizer

Deodorizer with Spartan “NABC” fragrance.

24-191B  Bathroom Cleaner Concentrate

1 gallon makes 5. Heavy duty use straight or regular use cut back dilution. Spartan “NABC” odor.

24-221 Slot Machine Cleaner/Degreaser

For use straight or dilute for cleaning slot machines or other highly polished surfaces. Spray on and wipe off.

Specially Compounds - Food Processing

19-134B Foam Additive
Added to cleaners to produce large volumes of foam. Allows longer dwell lime.

19-40A Fryer,Oven and Grill Cleaner
Thicker version of our regular oven cleaner.

20-141A Alkaline Chlorinated Cleaner
Highly concentrated cleaner that is low foaming. Replaces powders.

20-75A Grease Trap Cleaner
For cleaning drains and controlling odors. Mixes with water and cleans out the trap. More emulsifiable than regular

grease

21-12A Fryer, Oven and Grill Cleaner
Match of Epic's “Swell”..

21-254B Acid Ice Machine Cleaner
Internal & external cleaning of ice machines, waler fountains etc.

22-12A Oven Cleaner
D-Limonene-based oven cleaner. As strong as oven cleaner with the added cleaning ability of the natural solvent.

22-178B Heavy Duty Cleaner Degreaser (heavy foaming)
Alkaline Floor cleaner for all food processing areas.

22-241 Fryer Boil Out Cleaner
High alkaline product that cleans out Potato Chip Boilers, and other hard-to-clean fryers. Removes carbonized

grease.

23-106 Foam Additive for Cleaners
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High foam additive for introduction to diluted cleaners for high foam generation.

23-215A Alkaline Cleaner
High alkaline cleaner for baker pan cleaning, etc.

24-187E Lemon Fragrance Oven Cleaner
Lemon-scented Oven cleaner. Has a pleasant smell to work with. Much stronger than normal “Oven Cleaner”.

23-31C Traction Improver and Cleaner for Floors
High foam deep cleaner for food processing and industrial areas.

Specialty Compounds – Carpet

19-129A Carpet Spotter

Water-based carpet spotter for food type stains. Contains polymers that slow resoiling.

19-57A Carpet Cleaner

“Cleantronics” duplicate. For Bonnet cleaning use.

22-135B Carpet Extraction Cleaner

Low pH for use on stain resistant carpets, Low foamer. Meets the requirements of all 5th generation carpets.

22-161C Spotter

Unbelievable spotter equal.

23-208C  Carpet Spotter

To replace solvent based carpet spotter. Terpine-based.

Specialty Compounds – Floorcare

19-242B Thermal Re-Laminator

Ready to use spray buff for propane machines.

21-123A Floor Maintainer

Burnishing compound for use in automatic scrubbers. Leaves sacrificial coating for high speed floor treatment.

21-149A All Purpose Ammoniated Cleaner/Stripper

General purpose ammoniated cleaner that can clean and strip depending on the dilution rate.

22-137A Stone Sealer

Specialty product that offers better adhesion qualities on difficult surfaces. Can be used on marble, terrazzo, slate,

etc.
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22-235A  Flax Soap

A flax-based soap that leaves a protective film behind after cleaning that can be buffed to a high gloss.

Specialty Compounds - Automotive

18-252c Windshield Washer Solvent

For cleaning windshields in vehicles. For winter use, will not freeze

20-274B Aluminum Safe Truck Wash

Aluminum safe for use on cars and trucks. Use with pressure washers.

21-158B Solvent Truck Wash

H.D. Truck wash for cleaning all areas of trucks, engines, wheels. Similar to “TRW” with solvent.

21-38B Vinyl Protector

“Armor-All” match. Slightly stronger than “One-Up Protective Coating”.

21-77A Auto Polish

Premium grade auto polish, can be used for all highly polished surfaces.

23-269 Auto pre-wash

Fast separating carwash for reclaiming type systems.

For more information about any of these products or others email sales@bullenonline.com

Or scan the QR code below to go to the Bullen  Private Branding page
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